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Giving with Our Community in Mind 
 

NORTH WALES, PA -  At Mainstay, our aim is to make a difference in the places where we live and 
work.  We continually strive to connect with our communities and help strengthen them in 
meaningful ways.  This is achieved by volunteering, making donations and also by providing 
discounted professional services to charitable organizations.  When Laurel House, a 
comprehensive domestic violence services agency, contacted us to provide them with engineering 
consulting services, we welcomed the opportunity to assist. 
 
Laurel House has been looking to purchase property in Montgomery County to serve as short 
term housing, outreach and counseling space, and administrative offices for adults and children 
impacted by domestic violence. Mainstay recently provided a comprehensive zoning analysis of 
one property for them, and will continue to be available as other potential properties come to 
their attention.  “Mainstay is honored to partner with Laurel House to assist them on the site 
selection based on the potential requirements for adaptive reuse and zoning issues.  We are 
grateful to be in a position that allows us to offer our services, at a discount, to non-profit 
companies.  Although no property has yet been selected, we look forward to providing continued 
assistance to Laurel House in their search,” says Mainstay’s President, Matthew Hilbush.     
 
About Laurel House 
Laurel House first opened its doors in 1980 for the purpose of providing hotline and emergency shelter 
for victims of domestic violence. Now, more than three decades later, Laurel House has grown into a 
comprehensive domestic violence agency, providing direct services throughout Montgomery County, 
as well as preventative education for students, specialized trainings for professionals, and awareness 
events for community members. 
 
About Mainstay 
Mainstay performs structural design, civil design, fall protection and land development services. We 
strive to become the preferred provider of civil and structural consulting engineering services.  Utilizing 
a unique, multi-disciplined thought approach, our goal is to bring superior value to projects by 
delivering top-notch service while anticipating the client’s needs and minimizing cost and time. 
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